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..........Now- you had a question.AAM: No, the Code of 1-lammurabi shows

the idea of divine revelation.........No, I didn't make myself clear there. I am

glad you called it ot my attention. The statement he makes here was that Zoro

aster was the first place where we have the idea of divine revelation. Well, now

we have the idea of divine revelation in the Bible/// 24, but I was

just noticing that he said it isn't in Mesopotamia or in Egypt, but they do have

evidence, not of a Bible given to them by God as we have, but of a claim that there

were revelations given by God. One of thsoe was where Hammurabi codified the law,

but he presents the sun god as having given it to him, that is the idea of divine

revelation. Thank you for i raising the question. Some other question? .......

MM: Well, we can't say with exactness, because they didn't number years, one year

after another, until about 500 a.d., except fr one small time, they never used

that system, so we can't tell just when it was, but it would be perhaps around

1500 or 1400 b.c. Somewhere between that and 1200 b.c. We don't know the date

when Moses .... 54....Yes? Moses lived somewhere between 1500 and 1200. We don't

know just where, we don't know just when he lived, but the statemnt which is made

in here about Moses, that Moses gathered together the Yahvist confederacy, that

is a statement made here, and that is entirely a guess, an imaginary statement.

I mean, there's absolutely no evidence for it whatever. The only evidence, you

see it u says, making use of a Yahwist cult as a nucleus, Moses welded the

various tribes of his followers in to a confederation, somet$imes called the YahweI

and ...k... Now that's purely a guess. There's absolutely no evidence for it

anywhere. We have nothing from ancient time about Moses at all, except what is in

the Bible, and the Bible says that Moses came from the Israelites in Egypt, as one

of them whom God sent to deliver them from Egypt. He led them out into the wilder

ness. You see that is purely an imaginary statement, and there was no evidence

whatever. Question..............................5 therefore how do we know what

the Hebrews believed before 1500 .cBh, the first book of the Bible which

Moses wrote sometime between 1500 and t200 tells the history of their ancestry,

clear back to Adam ...............5AAM: It would be entirely possible that he

might have, except that we believe that God directed Moses in what he selected

to write, and therefore, we believe that what he wrote was true, and nothing that
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